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Short note about school life

What percent of your day would you say you spend worrying? Regardless of your number, we're guessing that it could be a lot lower—because here's the thing: Certain issues are definitely worth fretting about—but there might also be instances in which you waste way too much energy pondering problems you can't fix or questions that have easy
answers. We all do it. And lady, your time is more valuable than that!Check out the list below for nine things you're definitely over-thinking:1. Whether or not you should get the dramatic haircut. Go for it! Because, fact: Your hair will grow back.2. Why your friend hasn't liked your Instagram post yet. It might be that she hasn't signed on in the last
five minutes.3. If your partner's parents would like a bouquet of tulips or hydrangeas better. We think they'll appreciate the gesture either way!4. If anyone is noticing/caring about your teeny zit. Spoiler alert: They're not.5. If you should go to the Thai place or the Japanese place for lunch. There will be many more meals like this one, we promise!6.
Whether you made a mistake breaking up with that guy you dumped six months ago. Sometimes, you've just got to own whatever choice you made—and move on.7. If your boss took your totally innocuous comment the wrong way because she seemed distracted afterward. As one Disney character would say, let it go.8. Whether or not you should go on
a first date with the person you're not sure you're into. You'll either have a nice time or get some great party story fodder—so you can't lose!9. If you should kick off your heels and dance at the wedding or keep them on and look properly put together. Girl, kick those puppies off!More Links from Women's Health: 8 Times You Definitely Shouldn't Feel
Guilty About Saying No10 Things You Should Never, Ever Apologize For4 Reasons You Should Devote More Time to Self-Care7 Essential Lessons to Feel More Happiness in Your Life Essay on My School Life – Given below is a Long and Short Essay on My School Life for aspirants of competitive exams, kids and students belonging to classes 1, 2, 3, 4,
5 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The My School Life essay 100, 150, 200, 250 words in English helps the students with their class assignments, comprehension tasks, and even for competitive examinations.School life is one of the most important phases in the life of a man. It is the period during which one learns the basic principles of behavior, speech, and
etiquette. School life, in fact, is a period of learning and training in all the aspects of the personality of a man. One gets training for maintaining physical fitness, increasing one’s mental powers, learning the proper code of behavior and understanding the basic concepts of life. School life is a period for the formation of character, mind, and body on
sound lines.You can also find more Essay Writing articles on events, persons, sports, technology and many more.Long And Short Essay On My School Life In English Essay On My School Life – Essay 1 (200 Words)But there are some students who hold a different view regarding school life. To them, the warnings of the teachers, the strict attitude of
the parents, the compulsions for completing homework and the regular attendance in schools are some of the unhappy aspects of this period. They do not fee! free in their schools and wish to be like the birds that fly free. The students do not like the strict discipline that has to be followed while studying in a school. They wait impatiently for school
days to be over.Essay On Importance Of School In Our LifeBut my school life is really an ideal one. It is ideal in the sense that it’s a period of training in our minds. The impressions which one gets during school life, remain throughout life even if they are good, bad or unique. My school life prepares me to develop good habits as well as right and
rational thinking. It makes me duty-bound and obedient. Respect for teachers and elders is my abiding faith. I obey all my school teachers and parents and this is also one of the good habits that I have developed during my school life. It is also the place where I have got great friends for a lifetime.Short Essay on My School Life 300 Words for Kids and
Students in EnglishDuring school days, I have developed an interest in playing games, staging dramas, debating and other extra-curricular activities.I am a good debater and orator, athlete, and sportsman and at the same time, I hold top positions in the class in the academic field. All the qualities of head and heart have earned me a profound love and
respect from my teachers and friends. My teachers encourage and help me in all possible ways. I am in the good books of all the teachers as well as the principal because I have won many medals, trophies, shields, and certificates for my extraordinary display of abilities in examinations, athletics, debates, and theatre.The good ideas-like love for the
motherland, devotion to duty, obedience- towards elders, service to the nation, helping the poor and the needy, nursing the sick, feeding the hungry, etc – are inculcated in the students during their school days.Broadly speaking, school life is not only for learning, reading books or playing, but also a period during which all the good habits are
acquired, bad habits are shunned and good conduct, fair play, and sound thinking are developed. Further, the healthy ideas of patriotism and nationalism are imbibed by the students during this period.My school life shall prepare me for a sound and firm foundation upon which the building of my life is going to be erected. My mistakes and failures
would guide me in my future life. I do not feel discouraged and disheartened because for me the failures are the stepping stones to success. My school life is a great and valuable experience, the best teacher. I shall always remember my school days fondly. Read school life essay for class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Know more about an essay
on school life in English for students in 300 words. Learn short essay on school life. School Life Essay 300 Words School life is the most important period of human life as this is the time when an individual learns the basic values of life and start understanding the challenges of life. School life forms the basis of our future life as we come across various
situations and learn to face them with different aspects. Teachers play an important role in our school life as they are the one who teaches us to learn new things and help us understand the truths of life. Everyone wishes to go back to their school life when they are adults as school life is the most carefree and enjoyable life of a person. As a student in
the school, one is not worried about the worldly things and challenges. He’s just concerned with his studies and competitions and also about his cheerful school life. Playing games and completing homework are the only important things in school life. Some of the best moments in life are spent in the school such as cracking jokes at each other, having
fun during the lunch break, roaming around the school and much more. School life also enhances the competitive spirit of students as they get to learn so many things and try to compete with each other in order to score the highest points in a particular competition. Our teachers are the pillars to our success and teach us various values during
schools such as discipline, kindness, generosity, punctuality and much more. Hence, school life is something that shapes our minds and spirits and encourages us to become better persons in life. Usually, school tournaments, picnics and trips were the most happening parts of the school life and students wait for it all year long to have that innocent
pleasure and joy. All students are considered equal in the school and are provided equal opportunities, there is no space for inequality in the school. Therefore, school life is the best life of a person and everyone commemorates it whenever they feel low and depressed in their life. Know More My School Essay Exploring the Importance and Purpose of
School Essay We have always heard that school life is the best life, enjoy yourself till you are in school make as many mistakes as you can till you are in school, and many such phrases which make the kids who are still in school wonder that why are the elder people hyping this thing up. But as soon as the school life is over and people enter the real
world they realize that how right the elders were.Children should live their school life to the fullest. They will be missing these days later in life and would never be able to enjoy such carefree life again. School life lived well gives memories to cherish and friend to keep for a lifetime. Here are essays on My School Life of varying lengths to help you
with the topic in your exam. You can select any My School Life Essay as per your interest and need:Long and Short Essay on My School Life in EnglishEssay on My School Life – Essay 1 (200 words)School is said to be a temple of knowledge, the very first place that introduced you to the world and more so your own self. My school life is all about the
memories I deeply cherish. The memories of not only the fun, friendship and all the sport and extracurricular but also the way it helped me find my interests. I owe it all to my school life. It has made me who I am today.My school life has been full of different experiences over the years. It gave various opportunities to develop not only my scholastic
abilities but also the art and sport side. It supported me in my sports as well as exposed me to numerous types of people. All of this accounted to make me understand how to behave socially and in building a personality which I have today.There are numerous things that make school life the best phase in one’s life. All of this eventually is because we
are young to do mistakes again and again till we realize, dumb enough to not think about people and do what we feel like doing, curious to know everything we can and most importantly still not exposed and contaminated with the evil feelings of this world. And all of this makes us build a personality of our own.Essay on My School Life Experience –
Essay 2 (300 words)IntroductionIn my school life, I’ve always been that ideal studious student so I typically don’t have that super amazing bunch of memories like the notorious back benchers except for ones that I remember when I was in my eighth grade.My School Life ExperienceIt was a usual day at school until this incident took place. It was
about the time of recess when I used to play football with my classmates. One day while I was out in the field suddenly a boy called Stephen Francis who was also the captain of our school football team kicked my brand new Liverpool FC soccer ball out of the school premises, to the narrow lane that passed just behind our school ground.The walls of
our school were a bit high and fenced and like every other school, going out of the premises was strictly prohibited. We partially climbed the wall so that we could have a look on the ball and waited for some genuine person to pass by so that we could ask him to return our ball.We had to wait for quite long until a guy of almost same age as ours
walked by. He was quite far however he saw the ball and went towards it. We saw that he tried to run away taking the ball. So, without thinking twice I and my friend jumped the school wall but till the time we could make it past the wall he was already running with our soccer ball.We started running behind him and my friend bumped into a bike and
was hurt badly. I probably had to let go off my soccer ball and see how she was hurt. She got three stitches from that injury. We were scolded by teachers and principal for this, as a punishment our parents were called to school the next day to discuss the seriousness of the trouble.ConclusionSince then me and this friend of mine have been partners in
numerous mischief that have made my school life memorable.Essay on School Life is the Best Life – Essay 3 (400 words)IntroductionEvery phase in a person’s life holds special importance as it helps him grow and develop his personality. But one can never learn as much as he does from his school life because that is the time when we are doing
everything for the first time. This is the time we can make mistakes and get away with them. We don’t care much about the people around and are curious to try everything out. We build our unique personality from our mistakes and experiences.How School Life is the Best Life?Here are some reasons that prove that school life is the best life:Uniform:
One hates school uniform while in school but when we grow up we realize how difficult it is to figure out what to wear each day.Holidays: This is the major perk of school life which we crave the most after it ends. We got numerous holidays while in school and spent them in a carefree manner without any stress. We visited our cousins and extended
family and also invited them over to our place. As we join jobs, we don’t get as many holidays to relax and enjoy.Friends: The longest known friendships are made during the school days. This is mainly because during this time we can trust people easily. We are also enthusiastic and curious to meet new people, try new things and build new
friendships.Teachers: We realize how important it is to always have a guide who still thinks that we are immature for everything and makes us understand accordingly. We cannot get such a mentor/ guide after we have completed our schooling.Homework: A thing which we hate during our school life and tried hundreds of creative excuses to avoid
was actually fun. School life would have been so incomplete without it.Punishments and rewards: Punishments used to come in the variety of standing whole period or getting out of the class or going to the principal’s office and the best reward was when someone was made the class monitor.First Experiences: It was the time when we are allowed to
make mistakes as too many things were our firsts, whether it was our first crush, first heartbreak without even being in relationship, first fight or first kiss.ConclusionAll of these experiences hold a special importance in our hearts even as we grow up. They have taught me a lot and have helped me become the person I am today.Essay on My School
Life Memories – Essay 4 (500 words)IntroductionA school is a building dedicated to provide learning space and environment to provide education. It is a building wherein your majority of childhood has passed, a building that everyone misses after they’ve finally left it, same is the scenario in my case. I’ve studied in Don Bosco High School Vadodara,
an all-boys Christian missionary School. Hard for other people to admit but being in an all-boys school has got some perks that only those who study here can understand.My Memories of Primary and Secondary ClassesI’ve been a part of Don Bosco institution since kindergarten until my tenth grade. After tenth in higher secondary I went to Rosary
high school, which was more or less like an unofficial dummy school for the students in science stream so I barely have any school memories from higher secondary school. So, the story of my enchanting school memories revolves around my school from junior years.Like a stereotypical school going kid I used to go to the school in a school van. I would
wake up at quarter to six in the morning, get fresh, wear school uniform, arrange my school bag according to the time table for the day and have a quick breakfast by 6:40 am as at sharp quarter to seven my school van would be right in front of my house honking. Then, further half an hour until we reached school was a time for chit-chat and
discussion about the homework assigned to us the earlier day.The Daily Activities at SchoolWe would reach the school at around 7:30 am, approximately fifteen minutes prior to the school bell. We had to be in our respective classes before the bell rang. Then it was time for national song and school prayer that went on until eight which was a time for
regular school periods to begin. This continued for four periods continuously until the recess bell rang at 10:30 am. Recess felt more of a games period then a lunch break. Everyone would be seen doing different activities during this time. The kind of activities one indulged in depended on the class he was in.When we were in the primary classes we
played different games in the school garden. Basketball, football, running and hide and seek were some of our favourite games. As we reached the secondary classes, we began to sit in the canteen to chit chat about the various things and enjoy delicious food. After the recess, we had to attend four more periods. Not every period was that boring
though, art and craft, PT, value education and mathematics periods were interesting for me.ConclusionApart from this formal schedule at school, those gossips with friends, hanging around at canteen, going to washroom to partially bunk the lecture, that fear of punishment when we’d forgotten to complete the homework, that note which the teacher
wrote in the handbook when we’d done some mischief in the class, the ride in nervousness from home to school on the result day, from immature fights to the innocent laughs – everything from the school feels so dear now, maybe because the things were simple back then.Essay on My High School Experience – Essay 5 (600 words)IntroductionIt is
said that entering the high school is the first step in the real world in any student’s life. It is the place where one gets experiences for life. So, one is obviously nervous while entering this phase, but over and above that, extremely excited as now they’ll be adults and will be able to take their decisions on their own. And it is well said that with great
authority, comes greater responsibility, and with these responsibilities, comes social pressure. All of which we were unaware of from our childhood time because that is when we were allowed to do mistakes thinking that we are kids, but this doesn’t happen in high school as we are considered adults now.My High School ExperienceOne cannot live a
carefree life in the high school. There is a lot of study pressure. We need to balance between our academics and extra-curricular activities and also prepare for competitive examinations that lie ahead. Even as we have so much to do we don’t want to miss out on the fun we can have with our friends as this is also the time for blooming friendships and
a lot of mischief.The Day I Bunked My SchoolI had many bittersweet high school experiences. One of these was when I bunked a lecture, with two of my friends, for the first time. Not only did we bunk the lecture, but also we jumped through our school walls to get out of the school premises and watch a newly released movie. We had a class of 70
students, out of which, around 55 students were present that day.Now coincidentally, 10 more students from my class also bunked the lecture which made the decreased class strength visible. Moreover, the bags of all of the 13 students, including us, were still there in the class, as we were not allowed to leave the class with bags during school hours.
So, our teacher did the checking and found out about the students who bunked and so eventually we were suspended from our laboratory sessions for a week.However, we didn’t stop bunking lectures post this. We became really smart in finding ways to bunk. We tried to strike a balance between being a good student and enjoying high school. During
all those bunks, I realized how important it is to have friends to make your life worth living.The Ups and Downs in My High SchoolThen, there came our first high school exam and I managed to be on the list of top 10 students of my class. I had always been a good student academically. So this time, even after all the shenanigans that I indulged in, I
managed to score good marks. But this was the last time that I got good marks. My grades started degrading after that and this led to a lot of stress and anxiety. I lost interest in studies and indulged in gaming, watching movies or reading novels.Thankfully, I didn’t do anything bad, but this normal stuff made the situation worse as I could not
concentrate on my studies. So, I went through counselling which I never thought I’ll ever require. It was a difficult period for me but eventually I was able to get decent score in my finals. My parents stood as my pillar of strength during this time. They encouraged me to study and motivated me to lead the right path. I cannot thank them enough for
their guidance and support.ConclusionAll of such experiences from my high school gave me lessons to remember for a lifetime. They made me realize how everything wrong could turn right if only you believe so and have support from your loved ones.
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